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The purpose was to measure any statistically significant differences in

pitch-matching skills among three classes of third grade students when using

either adult male voice, piano, or resonator bells as melodic models for rote

instruction of classroom singing. Each class was randomly assigned one of the

three melodic models for a ten week treatment phase.

Results indicated no significant differences in pitch matching skills

between any of the three groups. No significant differences in pitch matching

skills were found according to gender of subjects or among class piano students

and non-piano students. Findings indicated overall improvement in pitch

matching skills of subjects from pre-test to post-test phase.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Singing has traditionally been the prime means of musical experience

for elementary school children. The developing ability of primary age

children to match pitch accurately when singing has been and continues to be

a concern for music educators. Music specialists and classroom teachers

demonstrate singing skills with the expectations that children will imitate the

particular melodic patterns and over time employ the cognitive skills of tonal

memory to begin to match pitch (Small and McCachern, 1983).

Male music teachers are in a sometimes perplexing situation

concerning the means of melodic modeling employed for imitation by

children because the adult male voice is an octave lower than the voices of

elementary students. To this end, the investigator sought to compare three

means of melodic modeling and to measure the effects of each modeling

device upon third-grade students' skills to match pitch. The three media of

melodic demonstration to be studied were male voice modeling, use of the

piano, and use of resonator bells.

Background of the Problem

In studying children, the issue of pitch-matching has been raised in

studies since the 1930's with investigations by Wolner and Pyle (1933), Jersild

and Bienstock (1934), and up to the present, including Ramsey (1981),

Apfelstadt (1984), Small and McCachern (1983), Geringer (1983), and Goetze
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and Horii (1989). Several factors are involved in the processes of acquiring or

discovering pitch matching abilities. These factors include physical

development of the primary age child and the mental or cognitive growth of

the child. The physical attributes can determine what vocal functions the

child can control (Nye & Nye, 1985). These vocal functions are manifested as

actual vocal tone production, whether accurate or inaccurate. Such tone

production is directly observable by the teacher. Cognitive processes are the

mental capacities to recognize aurally same and different pitches. This

includes the cognitive ability to remember patterns and to associate them

with present melodic stimuli to achieve a growing tonal memory and aural

vocabulary of melodic patterns and phrases. These cognitive processes are

not directly observable, yet, once the child has discovered the physical

sensation of vocal control for pitch, he or she can draw upon this musical

store to assist in matching pitch. The goal is that the child will be able to

match pitch not only at the unison but at the higher or lower octave. The

child will further be able to discriminate between timbres as pitch references

when matching pitch.

Rationale

A primary reason for the present inquiry was to contribute to the body

of knowledge relating to pitch matching concepts of elementary grade

children. The study was undertaken with both male and female teachers in

mind but did highlight the previously stated condition of the adult male

singing voice as a capable modeling medium for children's voices.

Montgomery (1988) cited the dearth of research pertaining to the male voice

as reasoning for a study involving the use of normal voice and falsetto voice
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modeling for third grade students.

There are further reasons for continuing research into the child's

ability to match pitch. Petzold (1963, 1969) conducted studies of children in

grades one through six to investigate the growth of auditory perception

abilities in children. Petzold discussed the tonal vocabulary that is necessary

before an individual can learn to read musical notation successfully. This

tonal memory "is similar to the oral vocabulary a child hears and learns prior

to language reading instruction" (Nordholm, 1966, p. 17). The means to gain

this tonal memory or vocabulary may be first to match pitch successfully and

then extend the range of the voice up and down.

A study involving three types of melodic modeling for developing and

practicing pitch matching skills could benefit both men and women music

teachers. The study was planned to offer information that would assist all

teachers in assessing techniques for developing young singers in the

classroom.

Petzold (1963, 1969) supported the position that children must have

secure auditory recall as part of a readiness program leading to skills of

reading notation. He stated that children need to have a sense of the "aural

understanding of the musical sounds represented by musical symbols" (1969,

p. 83). Petzold investigated the development of auditory abilities in three

groups of children spanning four, five and six years in length. Included in

the longitudinal project were a series of one year pilot studies relating to

elements of melody, rhythm, timbre, and harmony. A total of 6,000 tests were

administered to students during the entire project. Findings of the study

included the following:
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1. No significant differences were found between boys and girls in

terms of their performance on tasks concerned with the auditory

perception of musical sounds.

2. The hypothesis that age defined by grade level as a significant

factor in auditory development can be accepted with

reservations. (1963, p. 41)

Petzold stated the differences in abilities between one year interval grade

levels was not significant. The differences in abilities between two and three

year intervals were of note:

All of the tasks showed that the differences between grades one and

three were always significant at the .01 level; that the children in grades

three through six usually performed at approximately the same level of

accuracy indicating that a plateau had been reached; and that the

greatest gains were usually noted between grades one and two even if

they were not always significant. (1969, p. 85)

The above condition reflected upon the age of students chosen for the

current study as did the finding that children had difficulty responding

accurately to melodic stimuli other than the human voice. Petzold reported

that children responded more accurately to soprano voice and violin than to

flute and piano. Timbral differences between vocal modeling, piano melodic

modeling, and resonator bells used for melodic modeling were a factor in the

present inquiry.

If a certain level of auditory and vocal skills has been developed by age

six or seven, the question arises as to how slightly older children of eight or

nine years of age might progress in improving pitch-matching skills.
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Sergeant and Roche (1973) indicated a need for studies with older children in

measuring auditory development. Sergeant and Roche reported that younger

children of 3-5 were more apt to acquire absolute pitch than were older

children of 6-7 and beyond. The current study was not planned to make such

a measurement of absolute pitch but was related in that it would measure

pitch-matching skills.

Reasons for studying effects of the three melodic media were to

alleviate possible problems with the octave transfer effect of the adult male

voice when used as a vocal model for children. Sergeant (1983) indicated the

following regarding development of octave transfer skills:

The idea that 'octaveness' is a concept that develops by a process of

constructivism-i.e. the notion that a melodic figure may be replicated

at an octave pitch whilst retaining much of its identity within a

constant harmonic framework is pieced together by the child from

discrete perceptions experienced over a sustained period of time. (p. 17)

Vocal Modeling of Melodies

Green (1990) reported that children matched pitch more accurately with a

child vocal model followed by adult soprano and adult baritone. Green stated

a need for timbre studies "to be conducted to investigate the effect of voices of

differing timbres on children's pitch-matching ability. Specific research is

needed in the area of male vocal modeling to establish guidelines for male

teachers in the elementary classroom." She further recommended "studies

involving the effects of training with a particular model voice to investigate

the effectiveness of certain types of model voices in the elementary

classroom" (p. 230-231).
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Small and McCachern recommended additional studies of male and

female vocal models with young children. They suggested "that methods

used for experimental control in research involving young children be

systematically explored and reported" (p. 233). The current study was planned

to follow recommendations of Green (1990) and Small and McCachern (1983)

in comparing the male vocal model's effectiveness for young children to that

of piano and resonator bells. A female voice was not to be included in the

current study due to logistical limitations in the execution of the project.

Montgomery (1988) designed an investigation to study differences in

third grade students' vocal accuracy in singing pitch patterns when instructed

by a male music teacher using either baritone or falsetto vocal modeling for

rote songs. His purpose was to study what effects either vocal modeling

approach would have upon pitch matching abilities and vocal accuracy of

forty third-grade students. Forty students from two third-grade classrooms

participated in the study with designation El for falsetto instruction and E2

for normal (baritone) voice instruction. The Boardman Test of Vocal

Accuracy was used for both pre and posttest assessment. The training period

lasted twelve weeks with two 30 minute class lessons per week. Results

reported by Montgomery (1988)) indicated the following:

There was no significant difference between groups taught with falsetto

and those taught with normal voice. There was, however, a significant

effect within combined groups due to the mode of testing. That is, all

subjects regardless of means of instruction responded with greater

accuracy to patterns modeled in falsetto than to patterns modeled in

normal voice. (p.37)
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Twenty percent of total responses to both pre and posttests were rated by an

independent musician. The tests were transcribed and rated on a seven-point

scale for pitch accuracy. Conclusions were as follows:

1. There was no significant difference in the vocal accuracy

demonstrated by the group in which falsetto modeling was used

(Eli), as compared to the group in which normal voice range was

used for modeling (E2).

2. There was a significant difference among combined groups in

the vocal accuracy of responses to patterns modeled by falsetto as

compared to patterns modeled in normal voice range. The

subjects responded with greater accuracy to patterns modeled by

falsetto.

3. There was no significant interaction effect between means of

instruction and mode of testing. At the outset of the study,

group means were El - 89.3 and E2 - 84.6. Both groups showed

gains after instruction with El at 100.5 and E2 at 98.10."

Montgomery judged that there was no significance at the .05

level. (p. 42)

Montgomery discussed several possible reasons for the study's

findings. "The light baritone or tenor voice in the normal voice range may

have been a factor in group E2's improvement" (p. 44). Test wiseness was

cited as subjects were familiar with the testing procedure from pre to

posttesting resulting in less anxiety and better performance. There was some

difficulty with students understanding the use of syllable "loo" in the

beginning, especially on the pretest. Singing improvement was attributed in
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part "to singing of phrase units when studying songs in class lessons" (p. 47).

Several recommendations for further study were put forth including

investigating the associations of group instruction and individual testing and

replication of the study with larger groups, large number of schools, varied

socioeconomic groups, longer treatment period, and studies spanning several

grade levels. The investigation by the author contained similar dimensions

as Montgomery's regarding age of subjects, number of subjects, and length of

treatment phase. The current study was planned to add the media of piano

and resonator bells as supplementary modes of melodic modeling to that of

the voice.

Instrumental Modeling of Melodies

Sims, Moore, and Kuhn (1982) suggested "research might be conducted

to investigate the possibility of compensating for children's octave

transposition difficulties. Male teachers should explore the use of

appropriately pitched instruments for a child's voice for pitch matching

abilities" (p. 107). Ramsey (1981, 1983) reported that preschoolers in

instrumental and non-instrumental instructed programs did not differ

significantly from one another in perception of five melodic variables:

absolute pitch level, melodic rhythm, melodic contour, tonal center, and

melodic intervals. Ramsey's purpose was "to investigate the effects of age,

singing ability and training with pitched instruments on children's auditory

perception of melody" (1983, p. 134 ). Ramsey recommended "future research

in this area should examine the effectiveness of instrumental instruction in

enhancing melodic perception over longer training periods" (1981, p. 119).

The current study was planned to measure a related comparison of three
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mediums of melodic modeling over a ten week period with older children.

Melody instruments such as the tone bells or resonator bells offer the

music teacher several options for use as melodic demonstrations. The bells

are pitched in the range of children's voices. Resonator bells offer "audio-

visual possibilities to the teaching and learning process" (Greenberg and

McGregor, 1972, p. 178). This is accomplished by the physical presentation of

the bells with the longer bells at the "low" end and the shorter bells at the

"high" end.

Children are often confused about the musical contextual use of high

and low (Cheyette & Cheyette, 1969, p. 35). They equate high with loud

sounds and low with soft sounds. Lower pitches on the piano are classified by

the child as high because of the stronger volume of sound. Higher pitches

thus are identified by the child as low because of the softer sound (Cheyette &

Cheyette, p. 36). The use of resonator bells placed in an ascending

arrangement can give the student an opportunity to see high and low while

becoming familiar with the bells as high and low visually and tonally. The

investigator sought to introduce the students to the musical context uses of

the terms high and low regarding pitch as information the students could

then use consciously when hearing melodies played or sung in octaves other

than their treble ranges, thus developing the skills for octave transfer.

The use of the piano as a modeling instrument offers another visual

medium for demonstrating concepts of high and low pitch due to the

keyboard design. The piano was to be used to give pitch and as suggested by

Nye and Nye, (1985) "to play melodic phrases during rote teaching of songs"

(p. 276). Nye and Nye further suggested that:
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accompaniments be delayed until the melodic singing of the children is

secure. Caution is to be used with accompanying on the piano. Its

sound can overwhelm the singing of the children. The teacher is thus

prevented from accurately hearing the students and evaluating their

singing. The teacher is unable to move about the class to monitor

individual progress while at the piano. (p. 277)

A goal for the use of piano as a melodic model in the current study

was to move the children to a state of vocal control and auditory

discrimination skills to match pitch given by the piano and not to make them

dependent upon the piano as a singing support. The piano was to be used

only for playing melodies of songs studied during the treatment phase for the

group assigned piano as a melodic model. The investigator planned to use

the visual means as suggested by Nye &: Nye (1985) for demonstrating high

and low pitch.

Differences in Pitch-Matching Skills of Piano Students
and Non-Piano or Non-Music Students

The investigator sought to measure any differences in pitch matching

abilities between class piano students and non-piano or non-music students.

Sims, Moore, and Kuhn (1982) reported English students sang better than

their American counterparts. The English students received twenty minutes

of vocal instruction five times a week compared to one thirty minute lesson a

week for American students. One might theorize that previous or concurrent

music lessons on an instrument could have a positive effect upon

development of pitch matching skills. Petzold reported that students

receiving private musical instruction performed at higher levels of
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achievement on tests of musical abilities than students enrolled only in

general music classes.

Wig and Boyle found middle school students enrolled in a class piano

program of general music scored higher on meter discrimination and major-

minor discrimination tests than did students receiving instruction in the

regular general music class. Results were compiled from data collected over a

two year project. The author reasoned such findings as supporting the

investigation of possible effects of class piano instruction upon pitch

matching skills of class piano students involved in the study compared to

those students in the inquiry receiving only treatment phase instruction.

Measurements of Pitch-Matching Skills
According to Gender of Students

Bentley (1968), Joyner (1969), Goetze and Horii (1985), Pedersen and

Pedersen (1970), Gould (1969), Jones (1979), and Davies and Roberts (1975)

cited differences according to gender in pitch matching abilities. Petzold (1963,

1969) and Patrick (1978) reported no significant differences in pitch matching

abilities according to gender. Green (1990) reported that boys consistently sang

flat with the male vocal model.

McDonald and Ramsey (1979) reported in a study of pre school children

aged two to six that "as a group, the girls scored significantly better on the

Pitching, Range, and Melodic Composite scores, as well as the melodic sub

scores of Direction and interval" (p. 6). Jones (1979) did not specifically report

differences according to gender of subjects involved in a study using a vertical

keyboard for improving melodic perception. She did, however, put forth the

question as to "why are there more second and third grade boys with singing
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problems than there are girls when there are no vocal differences in boys and

girls at this age?" (p.183).

Davies and Roberts (1975) reported "'boys have a significantly higher

incidence of pitch defects than girls" (p. 25). Findings were gathered from data

on 14,301 children aged 4-18 from fifty-one schools near Chester College in

England. Davies and Roberts found the gender differences in pitch-matching

skills "at all ages from 4 to adolescence. Not only do boys manifest a greater

number of defects than girls but there is a suggestion that the age trend is

linear for them within the junior age range whereas there are significant

departures from linearity for girls" (p. 34).

As stated earlier Petzold reported insignificant differences by gender of

aural perception. Patrick (1978) also found no significant differences by

gender of first grade subjects in pitch matching skills.

Since the greater amount of research indicated a difference in pitch

perception abilities between girls and boys, the present study sought to

measure any significant differences when using the three modes of melodic

modeling.

Measurement of Overall Improvement of Groups
in Pitch Matching Skills

Smith (1961) reported large group training was effective for improving

preschooler's singing abilities. Goetze and Horii reported the following:

Subjects appeared to sing with more accuracy in individual singing

than in group singing. In general, more third graders sing accurately

than kindergarten or first grade students. Girls sang at more accurate

pitch levels than boys; the difference was more pronounced in group
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singing. The difference between boys' individual and group responses

was greater than that of the girls', i.e., the boys were affected more by

the presence of other voices than girls. (p. 69)

The author of the current study planned to measure any improvement

in pitch matching skills of the three groups from pre-test to post-test phase.

Goetze and Horii suggested a study similar to theirs including all grade levels

"would help determine if there are ages at which one might expect young

children to attain the skill of tuneful singing within a group" (p. 71).

Gould (1969) reported the following in planning a program to

improve children' singing skills:

Group activities beamed toward problem singers which were carried on

in the regular elementary music classes had noticeable beneficial effects

on the average and good singers in these classes. Much improvement

in overall tone quality of the classes was noticed. Improvement in

accuracy of intonation, particularly of longer interval skips, was also

noticed. (p. 22)

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to study the pitch matching skills of third

grade students when instructed using three types of melodic media: male

voice, piano, and resonator bells used as melodic models for rote teaching of

songs. A secondary purpose was to study pitch matching skills according to

gender and pitch matching skills of class piano students compared to non-

music students.
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Research Questions

The study sought answers to four research questions:

1. Are there statistically significant differences between pitch

matching skills of three groups of third-grade students

each taught with one of the following means of melodic

modeling: resonator bells, male voice, and piano?

2. Are there statistically significant differences in pitch

matching skills between piano class students and non-

piano or non-music students?

3. Are there significant differences in pitch matching skills

according to gender?

4. Is there significant improvement in pitch matching skills

of the three groups overall from pretest to posttest?

Definition of Term

Pitch-matching skill: The measured degree of accuracy by which a child sings

the first pitch of a three-note pattern.



CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The review of literature pertaining to aspects of pitch matching skills of

children includes studies related to development of auditory perceptions and

pitch matching skills of children. The concluding portion presents a survey of

studies and methods of the three modes of melodic modeling tested in the

current research project.

Development of Auditory Perceptions and Singing Skills
in Children

Jersild and Bienstock (1934) presented arguments for knowing what

children are developmentally able to do when teaching them to match pitch.

Jersild and Bienstock found the improvement in singing ability much greater

between the years of two and six than from six to maturity. These

conclusions were obtained from a series of three tests of pitch matching

abilities administered to a total of four hundred and seventy children aged

two to ten and sixty-five adults. Results were obtained by a panel of six

musically trained individuals, of which two were said to have possessed what

is known as absolute pitch. The average agreement among judges ranged

from 84% to 96% with an average agreement of 92%.

Jersild and Bienstock contended that children have vocal capacity at an

early age to produce a wide range of tones. They further stated that children

15
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realize a large portion of their potential pitch range while in the first three

grades of elementary school.

Children were found by Jersild and Bienstock more able to reproduce

intervals of seconds and thirds than wider ranges of fourths and fifths.

Results were from a group of forty-seven children aged thirty-one to forty-

eight months and twenty-three children aged three to eight and one-half

years old. Ascending and descending intervals were reproduced almost

equally well. The group of older children performed better on intervals of

major/minor seconds, thirds, and perfect fourths. The study further stated

that the chromatic or minor second (half-step) need not be avoided when

selecting singing materials for young children. Jersild and Bienstock argued

that such a practice needlessly restricts the child's opportunity to develop the

sense of half-step intervals.

Both Petzold and Jersild and Bienstock noted the effect of training

upon children's singing abilities. Petzold (1969) stated "older children tended

to perform with greater accuracy than did young children, although the

longitudinal study showed the effects of practice can usually counteract the

initial advantage of age" (p. 84). Jersild and Bienstock's study of experimental

and control groups of two and one-half to four year olds reported significant

gains for the experimental group receiving forty practice periods during a six

month period.

Petzold spoke of the aspect of tonal memory which is the ability to

vocally reproduce a melody or series of tones. Ortmann (1933) studied tonal

determinants of melodic memory. He stated that the "pitch-motion, the up

and down movement of melody, is the most fundamental aspect of melody.
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Discrimination between motion and non-motion becomes the most

fundamental discrimination. In turn, tone repetition should become the

most easily recognizable attribute of melody" (p. 455). Ortmann further

asserted the fact that "since pitch outline is a major determinant means that

when a single tone is heard incorrectly, the succeeding tone or tones will be

incorrect in a great many cases" (p. 465). Implications for the current study lay

with the goal of achieving pitch accuracy for the first tone of three-note

melodic patterns. If the first tone is successfully matched, then the prospect

for accuracy on succeeding pitches of a melodic pattern increases. Ortmann's

study dealt with conditions of repetition of tones, pitch direction, conjunct

and disjunct motion (stepwise and skipping motion), and degree of

disjunctiveness (interval distance).

Scott (1979) studied pitch concept formation in preschoolers. Scott cited

evidence that preschoolers are capable of pitch discrimination. Pitch

discrimination is the ability to hear and classify pitches as same and different.

She noted the importance of "the development of understandings of pitch

and pitch relations as a key to approaching music in western culture" (p. 87).

Scott adhered to the position that pitch discrimination was a prerequisite for

pitch concept formation, leading to the ability to match pitch successfully.

Sataloff and Spiegel (1989) supported the premise of Jersild and

Bienstock that children's vocal range is quite large at about two and one-half

octaves from age six to sixteen. It is the control of the voice which greatly

increases during the childhood and adolescent years. Therefore it is

important to plan programs of instruction that strengthen the vocal control

for the range possessed by the child. Matching pitch is a fundamental
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execution of this vocal control. Matching pitch is necessary before advancing

to any degree of consistent vocal control involved in the more difficult

intervals. Once the child is able to match pitch, the teacher can then work

with the developmental conditions of the child voice to expand the control

for the child's vocal range.

Welch (1988) agreed with Sataloff and Spiegel's principle of keeping the

child's natural developmental processes and conditions in mind when

introducing young children to a planned musical experience. Welch spoke of

the store of previous experiences the child brings to a music lesson,

predispositions, expectations, and personal level of physical and mental

abilities. He termed these children "clients" who need the experiences that

will lead them to control or improved vocal control through a conscious

effort.

Welch presented three criteria to maintain when designing a program

of instruction for the child voice. Children are first to explore vocal pitch

control within a limited pitch range. Songs or exercises are to be transposed

within this limited pitch range. The child can then learn to control certain

intervals in a variety of key centers. Upper registers within the range can be

strengthened by descending glissandi on open vowel sounds. Welch termed

this technique "pitch smudges" or "sigh glides" which "present the conscious

control over the patterning of the vocal folds and resonators as a game" (p.

13). A target pitch is added when the teacher senses the student's readiness

since now the child will have had success with performing a descending

pattern "at will." Welch submitted that two principles were supported by this

descending glissando technique: "(1). Children are able to consciously control
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vocal pitch without experiencing failure, and (2). healthy vocal practice with

regard to relatively high pitches is established through descending vocal

patterns which allow for the release of muscular tension" (p. 13). Vocal

control is thus strengthened with the successful experiences of simple songs

within this limited pitch range.

The second criteria put forth by Welch (1988) was "that there should be

variation in the singing tasks within both the lower vocal range and in the

pitches encompassed by the descending glissandi. By transposing intervals

and songs the child gains a sense of auditory space or gains the ability to judge

where a pitch is in relation to other pitches" (p. 13). Welch stressed

simplicity of melodic materials when planning lessons and instructional

sequence.

Welch's third criteria for developing vocal accuracy was meaningful

feedback. The child must be able to comfortably weigh efforts and results

against a clearly defined and understandable standard. The child must

understand what is to be done. Visual feedback may be needed if the student

is not able to "generate an internalized criterion of performance" (p. 14). The

initial absence of the ability to internalize criterion of performance might

result from a lack of previous experiences or successes, or not having

understood the task. The pupil must be able to understand the feedback

whether it be hand signs, tracing melodic contours, or pointing by the teacher

to show the student if the sung pitch is too high or too low. Welch supported

the practice of studying text and melody separately to simplify the task of

melodic perception. Welch maintained that words are more confidently

pronounced and mastered without the requirement of specific pitch.
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The investigator intended to follow Welch's above criteria selectively

during the treatment phase of the study as instructional methods used with

each melodic model. Studies by Wolner and Pyle (1933), Dennis (1975), and

Roberts and Davies (1975) investigated the results of programs to improve

vocal pitch control.

Seashore (1938) encouraged training to improve intonation skills.

Seashore stated the following: "The capacity for reproducing a standard tone

is relatively elemental. It depends primarily upon a good sense of pitch.

Naturally one cannot control pitch any finer than he can hear it; but the

control of pitch is frequently subject to considerable improvement by training,

principally the type of discipline that makes the ear more critical" (p. 74).

Wolner and Pyle's subjects were seven fifth, sixth, and seventh grade

students in the Detroit schools who had been judged the poorest in pitch

matching abilities from a larger pool of similarly judged students. The small

number of subjects did arouse some questions of significance of results.

However, as related to the current investigation, the students were instructed

with the use of a piano for matching pitches.

The study lasted two and one-half months which corresponded to the

length of the immediate inquiry. The single pitch of C on the piano was first

introduced and then moved up to D followed by matching C and D in

succession. This type of approach differed from the practice of first finding a

pitch that the student can readily match. Half-steps were introduced when

fatigue or monotony was judged and the students were trained individually.

Whipple forks were used in supplement to the piano. The same procedure

was used for the tuning forks as with the piano. The words "high" and "low"
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were introduced as register identifications after initial practice with the

syllable "la".

Wolner and Pyle reported that all seven pupils improved "noticeably"

in singing ability. The small number of subjects involved in the inquiry and

the unclear measurement as to how much was "noticeably" improved

singing ability weakened the strength of the study. The report did, however,

indicate that pitch matching deficient students could improve and in some

cases dramatically. One student was reported by Wolner and Pyle (1933) to

have sung "the words and music of several songs with no trace of pitch

deficiency and who also sang major and minor scales, chromatics, intervals,

and tones picked at random" (p. 605).

Roberts and Davies' (1975) study encompassed a larger number of

ninety children between six-plus and eight-plus years of age. All students had

been rated by their school music teachers as "monotones" or "droners".

Three groups were formed for remedial training, traditional training, and

control group. A fourth group of thirty students rated as "normal" singers

was used to test validity of test procedures and measurements.

The training period lasted eight weeks with pre and posttests

administered to the students. Tests were judged by a panel of music judges

not knowing whether the results were pre- or post training. The remedial

training group was given two 30 minute sessions per week and had practice

in singing a note within their speaking range which became their "personal

note." The traditional training group studied contemporary and traditional

songs with piano, guitar, and percussion accompaniment for the same length

of time. Roberts and Davies found that all groups showed significant
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improvement from pre to posttest assessment except on the test of single note

recognition. The " monotones" and normal singing group did not differ on

this measure. The remedial group showed greater improvement of single

note and interval production than did the other two groups. "The control

group had what is termed the ordinary singing lessons of the school. The

traditional training group had extra singing lessons amounting to one hour a

week in two half-hour sessions. The remedial group had both class and

individual instruction of two half-hour lessons per week" (p. 229).

Techniques for improving singing ability used in the study, including

those developed by Gould (1969), were stated as follows by Roberts and Davies

(1975):

1. The use of speech devices to extend the speaking range like

shouting "hooray" or "hello."

2. Finding a note that the child could produce and sustain. This

was the student's "personal" note. The child was taught to sing

his or her name on this note and find it on the piano and chime

bars. An attempt was then made to expand the child's repertoire

of notes from this one note up to five notes.

3. Tone-matching exercises: i.e., a note was played on the piano or

chime bars within the child's singing range. The child tried to

match it by singing. (p. 229)

Remaining methods employed humming or imitating environmental

sounds and echoes. The child would first imitate spoken words and then

sung words. Roberts and Davies suggested that the feedback exercises, gradual

progression from speech to sound, and sustained practice of isolated tones
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and intervals were responsible for the remedial group's marked

improvement.

Dennis (1975) referred to poor or non-singers as "uncertain singers".

Her investigation studied forty-five fourth, fifth and sixth graders. Three

groups were formed for "shaping", "yoking" at random to the subjects of the

same sex in group "S" (shaping), and a reinforcement group "R". Dennis

explained the "yoking" process as follows:

The subjects in Group S performed the learning task, of necessity,

before their yoked partners, since each subject in the yoked group was

to receive the same number of reinforcements and on the same trials

as the subject he was yoked to in Group S. Therefore, reinforcement

for a subject in Group Y was not contingent upon the topography of the

response but rather on the response given by his counterpart in Group

S. Termination in Group Y during the acquisition phase resulted from

a lack of improvement. The subjects in Group Y remained in the

acquisition phase at least as long as their yoked partners in Group S.

(p. 143)

Pitch stimuli were presented by an audio generator with speaker. A

strobotuner was used for pitch analysis of student performances. Group S was

reinforced for approximations to what was referred to as the "criterion" pitch.

Group R was reinforced only for correct responses. Dennis stated a possible

reason for the Shaping group's improvement as follows:

The effect of reinforcing a vocal pitch response might have been that a

"class" of responses of varying pitches involving identical elements in

the muscular system was being reinforced. The process of reinforcing
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successively closer approximations to the criterion pitch thus allowed

the criterion pitch as a member of one or several successive

approximation intervals to be reinforced prior to the final

approximation. When an approximation narrowed to pitches closer to

the criterion pitch, a proportion of pitches in this new interval had

already been strengthened through the reinforcement of similar

pitches in past approximations. (p. 148)

The three previous studies all supported each other in presenting

arguments that a child's singing ability could be improved. The current study

sought to make a measurement of one part of the total process of vocally

matching pitch. The investigator therefore planned to employ certain

instructional methods of learning text and melodies separately, singing

melodies and vocal exercises on syllables, vocal glissandi, and pitch

discrimination drills as reported in the cited literature.

Timbral Differences in Melodic Modeling Devices and their Effects

on Children's Pitch Matching Skills

The second part of this chapter addresses studies and methods put forth

regarding timbral differences of melodic modeling media. Effects of these

modeling instruments upon children's pitch matching skills, relate

specifically to the media studied presently: vocal model, piano as a melodic

model, and resonator bells as a melodic model.

Effects of vocal modeling comparing male and female voices have been

studied by Sims, Moore, and Kuhn (1982) and Small and McCachern (1983).

Sims, Moore, andKuhn compared 60 five and six year old students from a

middle class suburban English city with 60 five and six year old American
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suburban children. The English children were taught by a male instructor

and the American children were taught by a female instructor. The English

pupils had received twenty minutes of instruction daily five times a week

while their American counterparts received one 30 minute lesson per week.

All subjects were tested using recorded melodic patterns sung once by a

female (mezzo soprano) and once by a male (baritone). The English children

scored higher than the American students. Sims et al further reported that a

"higher percentage of pitches was sung correctly under the female vocal

stimulus than under the male stimulus condition: 47% to 37%" (p. 105-106).

Information was not given as to whether the English children's male

instructor used falsetto voice for modeling. The time devoted to music

instruction daily as opposed to once a week did allow the English children

more consistent experiences with their singing voices and feedback. Sims et

al suggested that teachers "explore the relationship between pitch perception

and pitch reproduction in the areas of pitch matching and octave

transposition" (p. 107).

Small and McCachern (1983) sought to determine "whether children in

first grade could, prior to practice, match pitch more accurately with a female

than with a male vocal model" (p. 229). The investigators also sought to

measure the effects of male versus female vocal modeling after a period of

practice.

Fifty-five first 'graders were pre-tested using originally composed songs

for test stimuli. One pretest tape used female voice for three song fragments.

The second pretest tape used male voice. Test tapes used combinations of do,

re, mi in D-flat, D, and E-flat. Students tested individually for pre and
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posttests. Eight students were eliminated from the study after perfect scores

on both pre and posttests. The remaining subjects each practiced with male or

female model 30 minutes for five days in groups. Puppets were used as

visual stimuli. No verbal praise was given for correct pitch matching.

Rewards were distributed for good behavior. Pre and posttests were the same.

The results indicated that some students had difficulty matching pitch to the

adult male voice but others were successful. A third portion had difficulty

whether the model was male or female. Small and McCachern concluded

that "male vocal modeling may not necessarily present unique pitch

matching problems to first graders" (p. 232).

Gould (1969) maintained a position regarding children that do not

experience successful singing at an early age. Gould asserted that such

children "experience growing exclusion and frustration in musical

undertakings if corrective measures are not implemented" (p. 11). Possible

causes for singing problems collected in a survey of music teachers by Gould

list the following:

1. Inattention to pitch and failure to notice pitch change.

2. Psychological inhibitions toward singing created by various

environmental impacts.

3. Inability to coordinate the vocal mechanism with pitch heard

(included inability to hear pitches).

4. Low speaking voice.

5. Lack of interest in singing attributed to a variety of causes such as

inability of teachers and unappealing materials.

6. Lack of practice in singing.
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7. Lack of exposure to music at home. (p. 14)

Remedial strategies to develop and improve singing included tone

matching drills, use of speech devices, bodily movement to associate melodic

contour, song pattern drills, and use of musical instruments for melodic

modeling such as piano, resonator bells, and recorders. The survey suggested

seating poor singers next to stronger singers, though caution was advised "lest

the poor singer influence the stronger singer" (p. 15). Gould emphasized the

importance of participation to build a pattern of success. The problem of

combining language with music was addressed and Gould supported

practicing melody and words separately. Gould agreed with Seashore in

concluding that "all children without physical or mental handicaps can learn

to sing. Teachers with varying abilities can learn to help children overcome

difficulties, and the earlier remedial work is undertaken, the greater the speed

of improvement" (p. 20).

Gould (1969) encouraged the use of a neutral syllable such as "loo"

because the "oo" sound helps the "too low" or "too high" singer find the

singing voice in the class singing range. Gould supported Welch in stating

that the child is free to concentrate on the melodic and pitch matters without

complications of words. The "00" sound allows for more control of the voice

without strain or over loud attempts. Levinowitz (1989) indicated that two

mental processes were involved when young children learn songs with

words-"one for audiation (inner hearing) and the other for learning the

words of the song" (p. 19). Instructors were reminded to be aware of texts and

ranges in selection of singing materials.
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Green (1990) studied effects of adult male, female, and child vocal

modeling upon the pitch-matching abilities of children from first through

sixth grade. Green's inquiry further sought to "examine and analyze the

incorrect responses to each of the three models" (p. 227). A total of 282

children were involved in the project (1986 -1987 school year). The

descending minor third was the stimulus interval due to its use in the Kodaly

curriculum with pitches chosen G and E above middle C sung on the syllable

"la". Tapes were analyzed with a Korg Auto Chromatic Tuner Model AT-12.

"Three trained evaluators independently analyzed 40% of the total responses

with the Korg tuner. Reliability agreements divided by agreements plus

disagreements was .93" (p. 227). The tests were administered at seven day

intervals to compensate for timbre confusion resulting from possible tonal

memory of the previous exam as the order for all testing was female model,

male model, and nine-year old child model. "The highest number of correct

responses was to the child, followed by the female, and male model. There

were more correct than incorrect responses to the female with incorrect

responses being more often flat than sharp" (p. 228). Similar findings were

indicated for the male model with more correct than incorrect responses and

more flat than sharp responses among those judged incorrect.

While there was greater accuracy with the child model, incorrect

responses were more often sharp than flat. The first, second and sixth grade

levels had the highest percentage of correct responses to the child model. The

third, fourth, and fifth grades had the highest percentage of correct responses

to the adult female. Green found that "at each grade level the highest

percentage of flatting was to the male and highest percentage of sharping was
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to the child model " (p. 230). The male teacher will bear these findings in

mind to be aware of the greater possibility of flatting to the male voice.

Green's results supported the findings of Sims et al regarding the octave

transfer factor in children's hearing of the adult male baritone voice. With

such findings and conditions, the resourceful teacher will employ procedures

to compensate for the octave transfer.

Green recommended further research into vocal timbres as to their

effects upon children's singing development. Green's recommendation

supported the present undertaking. Green cited specifically the male vocal

model and shortage of verified data researching compensatory measures to

overcome the octave transfer dilemma. As a body of knowledge grows

regarding means to address the octave transfer, perceptions of young children,

systems of vocal instruction can be developed for both the male and female

teachers. All procedures used in the current study were designed to be used

by both male and female instructors.

Literature reviewed yielded conflicting findings regarding the

development of pitch perception and pitch discrimination as being

fundamental to development of vocal accuracy (Gould, 1969; Nye & Nye,

1985; Swanson, 1974). Apfelstadt (1984) cited lack of data supporting

suggested reinforcement techniques and based a study of kindergartners on

effects of melodic perception instruction on pitch discrimination and vocal

accuracy. Children were divided into three groups: El - experimental group

used vocal instruction "reinforced with attention to melodic perception

through visual and kinesthetic reinforcement, instrumentally, and verbally"

(p. 17). Treatment 2 (E2) was instructed with emphasis on imitation alone.
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The control group (C) was taught by a music specialist with what was termed

by Apfelstadt as a "traditional, nonconceptual orientation or method" (p. 17).

All songs for group C were taught by rote without overt reference to musical

elements of melody or rhythm. The treatment period spanned eleven weeks.

Apfelstadt's findings indicated the following: "(1) no difference among

groups in auditory discrimination skills. (2) significant differences in vocal

accuracy between El and C, and E2 and C, but none between El and E2" (p. 21).

Significant differences in vocal accuracy of rote songs were noted only

between E2 and C. Apfelstadt concluded that melodic perception instruction

"did not significantly improve vocal accuracy of rote songs though it seemed

to affect accuracy on pitch patterns. El and E2 were much better than C on

pitch patterns and E2 showed significant gains over El and C on rote song

accuracy" (p. 22). Apfelstadt concluded that a possible cause could be that El

became dependent on the visual stimuli of melodic contour gestures and did

not respond as well when the stimulus or visual aid was removed.

Continuing research beyond the kindergarten years will expand the pool of

data regarding the early childhood developmental patterns of pitch

perception. The current study used rote songs as instructional materials

during the treatment phase and was planned to measure pitch matching

abilities for beginning pitches of melodic patterns.

Means other than the voice as a melodic model have been studied for

voice substitution. Jones (1979) studied the effects of using a vertical keyboard

instrument with the uncertain singer. Jones found that the use of a vertical

keyboard did have a positive effect upon problem singers as compared to a

conventional horizontal instrument and the conventional procedures of
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pattern drill. Jones supported the use of a vertical keyboard so the child could

"see" the representation of high pitches by reaching higher to play high

pitches and reaching lower to play low pitches, freeing the child from the

requirement of musical abstractions.

Thirty-six students from second, third and fourth grades were divided

into three groups of twelve students. Improvement in pitch matching and

pattern singing was shown by most subjects in the study. The group

instructed with use of the vertical keyboard procedure produced a higher

mean score for improvement than either of the other two procedures.

Further employment of keyboards and instruments such as resonator

bells was supported by Nye and Nye (1985). The piano offers possibilities for

high/low pitch concepts, dynamics, and exploiting black key groupings for

short songs played by students. The groups of two black keys just above

middle C allow for pitch matching practice while the child sings one and two

note song patterns. Nye and Nye suggested three-note songs to follow in

sequence. These same songs can then be transferred to the resonator bells as

the arrangement is the same as the piano keyboard. Nye and Nye reminded

the instructor of the pentatonic possibilities afforded by the black keys and the

abundance of songs within the pentatonic realm. This is advantageous for

the teacher who is not a strong pianist.

Nye and Nye (1985) listed discoveries that children can make by playing

resonator bells and piano:

Long bars sound low pitches and short bars sound high pitches. The

arrangement of white and black keys is the same on the bells as on the

piano except that the piano has more keys. To play a scale going 'up',
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one plays from left to right and to play a scale going down, one plays

from right to left. A five-note (pentatonic) scale can be played on the

black keys. White keys played from C to C sound the C major scale. If a

standard bell set can be stood on end, with large bars down and held

against the chalkboard or chart paper, staff lines can be drawn from the

bars to relate the keyboard to the staff. To produce the best tone, one

strikes the middle of the bar and draws the tone out rather than hitting

the sound in. (p. 380)

Runkle and Eriksen (1976) supported the use of instruments and

further noted that children are to discover that melodies go "straight across"

as well as up and down. Ellison (1959) supported the use of piano for the

same reasons as Green as a possible means to overcome the problem of octave

transfer for men teachers. Garretson (1966), Andress (1980), and Zimmerman

(1971) all supported use of bells and piano as means to represent melody and

pitch concretely.

Cheyette and Cheyette (1969) supported Nye and Nye (1985) noting that

resonator bells could also assist the weak singer to actively and successfully

participate in musical experiences. Cheyette and Cheyette maintained that

even if there was a problem with vocal pitch accuracy, the child could play the

correct pitch and gain a sense of success and confidence in the musical

experience. Buckton (1977) reported results of a study in New Zealand with

primary students comparing vocal instruction and instrumental instruction's

effects on melodic and vocal abilities. Buckton reported that both vocal and

instrumental programs improved pitch discrimination skills and tonal

memory. He stated that the vocal programme did improve the vocal accuracy
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of students but that neither program was superior to the other in improving

melodic abilities. Buckton (1977) listed two possible advantages of an

instrumental program as follows:

1. The use of instruments may have provided a degree of

motivation that was not so apparent in the vocal programme.

Playing glockenspiels was a novel experience for the children,

and the instructional period covering a total of ten hours over

eight weeks was probably not long enough for the novelty to

wear off. This suggests a need for future experiments of this type

to have an instruction period of at least a school term with

checks on motivational levels.

2. Playing a keyboard instrument helps focus the attention of the

child on melodic aspects of the music in a way that the more

natural act of singing does not. There is the visual aid of the

keyboard, the physical movement involved in playing the

various notes, and the use of names to identify each note. (p. 44)

The current study was limited to measuring only the vocal accuracy of

matching beginning pitches of melodic patterns. The investigator did not

plan to measure pitch discrimination and melodic skills as studied by

Buckton but was curious as to whether similar results would be revealed for

vocal accuracy in matching pitch when comparing the three designated

means of melodic modeling.
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Summary

The field of literature relating to aspects of the current study offered

much information regarding vocal development of children. Roberts &

Davies, Wolner & Pyle, and Dennis reported that children could improve

pitch-matching skills with guided practice over a period of time. Sims,

Moore, &: Kuhn; Small & McCachern; and Green addressed the media of

vocal modeling for young children including adult male, adult female, and

child voice model.

The current inquiry sought to measure the effects of voice, piano, and

resonator bells on pitch matching accuracy when used as melodic models.

The three methods should be used carefully to maximize the children's

exposure to different timbres for melodic modeling. The present study

sought to add to this body of knowledge.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The particular focus of the present investigation was to employ three

media for pitch and melodic modeling. A method of instruction was sought

to assist third grade students in matching pitch. The method was planned to

employ vocal and instrumental models for those third grade students who

had not yet developed the cognitive skills necessary for matching pitch an

octave above the adult male baritone voice. Students involved in the current

study were third graders and were eight to nine years of age as were a portion

of the subjects in Jersild and Bienstock's investigation. Repertoire selected for

the current inquiry followed Jersild's and Bienstock's recommendations

regarding sizes of intervals in melodic patterns including major seconds,

major/minor thirds, perfect fourths, and half-steps.

The purpose of the study was to measure any differences in pitch

matching abilities of third grade students resulting from musical instruction

employing male voice, piano, and resonator bells as melodic models. A

procedure was planned for the purpose of pretesting subjects, instructing

subjects by treatment group, and posttesting subjects. The record of the

methodology for the investigation will be presented in three sections. The

premier section will report the backgrounds of the subjects participating in

the project. This background will include community location, school

environment and the numbers of students involved in the study. The

second portion records the procedure of the treatment phase of the project.

35
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Included will be reports of class format, methods, and practices executed

during the study. The third portion will report the testing procedure that was

designed to measure abilities before and after the treatment period and will be

concluded by analysis procedures.

Background of Subjects

The project was undertaken with students in the third grade classes of

an urban elementary school as subjects. Third graders were chosen due to

research data by Petzold suggesting a vocal developmental plateau had been

reached by age eight or nine. The third grade classes (N = 55) of J. P. Starks

Elementary School, part of the Dallas Independent School District, were used

as subjects. Starks Elementary is an urban K-6 school in South Dallas with a

largely African-American student body. Hispanic students comprise a smaller

portion of the student population. The subjects in the study divided by

ethnicity were as follows: African-American 42; Hispanic-American 13. The

school community encompasses both lower and middle income households.

The boundaries for the school include both middle class housing

developments and economically depressed areas of southern Dallas.

The school did not have a general music instructor. The investigator

taught a piano program intended to enrich vocabulary development for

second and third grade students found eligible by reading scores from the

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. Forty students from the second and third grade

classes were enrolled in the class piano program in the 1990-91 school year.

Fifteen of the third-grade students were enrolled in the class piano program.

The remaining students in grades two through six received no regular music

instruction. The investigator sought to determine whether the fifteen third-
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graders enrolled in the piano program would demonstrate greater pitch

matching abilities due to their regular exposure to musical instruction

compared to the remaining third-graders who had received no musical

instruction through the school year. The treatment phase lasted from mid-

March to the end of May.

Class Format and Methods

Each class was assigned a method for melodic modeling to be employed

during the treatment phase of the project. The classes at the school were

designated by sections as 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C. The children were identified in

pretests and posttests by section letter and an identification number as

follows: A-1, A-2, etc. This method of identification was designed to insure

confidentiality of subjects. Class 3-A was assigned melodic modeling by

resonator bells. Class 3-B was assigned vocal modeling and class 3-C was

assigned piano as the melodic model.

All classes were presented identical repertoire of songs for rote

instruction which are listed in Appendix F. All classes were taught by rote

using either voice, piano, or resonator bells as melodic models for treatment

phase repertoire. The format for all classes during the treatment phase

included short pitch matching drills as vocalizes hummed or sung by

students on the syllable "loo." Small groups and individual practice using

pitches sol mi sol followed the opening warm up drills or vocalizes in all

classes. The previous week's repertoire was then reviewed before proceeding

to new materials. All classes used rhythm instruments when judged

appropriate for adding embellishment of beat patterns, practicing

maintenance of steady beat, and playing rhythmic motifs.
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An example of each of the treatment groups vocal warm up included

the following: For class 3-B vocal warm up - the investigator sang in light

baritone or falsetto voice a five note pattern on the pitches b, c#, d#, c#, b,

using syllable loo - class 3-B would then respond by singing the pattern on the

syllable "loo" and if judged satisfactorily on pitch, the investigator moved

"do" up a half step to c and proceeded on "loo" for the pitches c, d, e, d, c, The

pattern continued up or down by half steps.

The format for class 3-A (resonator bells) was to play the same five note

pitch pattern b, c#, d#, c#, b, on a set of resonator bells and move the pattern

up by half steps when the class' sung response was judged satisfactorily on

pitch.

Class 3-C (piano) was given the same melodic pattern b, c#, d#, c#, b, on

the piano for a vocal warm up - and again instructed to respond by singing

the pattern played on the syllable "loo."

The investigator spoke the rhythms of lyrics for all classes prior to

modeling melodies with the assigned class medium. Students in all classes

practiced melodies of treatment phase repertoire using the "loo" syllable to

gain vocal melodic security before incorporating texts. Songs for all classes

were transposed up and down as a means of finding comfortable singing

ranges for successful pitch matching and as an endeavor to ease possible

monotony of key center fatigue.

All classes were directed to speak texts of songs in a light soft voice and

to practice descending sighs from a "squeaky" to "speaking voice" on the

syllable loo as a means of gaining vocal control and to begin the process of

pitch discrimination from high to low. Pitch discrimination was not
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measured in the study. However, many of the students in all classes equated

high pitch with loud volume and low pitch with soft volume. This

confusion on the part of the students appeared to reflect musical

characteristics of children's pitch concepts examined by Cheyette and Cheyette

as stated in Chapter I. Students in 3-A equated high with the more powerful

lower register of the resonator bells, or low with the softer higher register of

the resonator bells. Students in 3-B equated high with the lower voice

register and low with the softer high voice register. Students in 3-C equated

high with the more powerful low register of the piano and low with the

softer high register of the piano. The investigator sought to reverse these

contextual pitch perceptions of the subjects. The investigator sought to

increase the students' abilities in each class to remain in the key centers of

songs without relying on the particular melodic model while singing. Thus,

the author refrained from singing or playing melodic models while the

students were singing as much as possible.

The students in each group heard only their assigned modeling device

throughout the treatment phase. Class 3-C responded well to the piano

model in that many of the class were able to match the piano pitch in the class

setting as a group. Class 3-A had a more difficult time in responding to the

resonator bells during the first weeks of the treatment phase, as the resonator

bells did not maintain a lengthy tonal vibration compared to the piano or the

sustained tone of the voice. There were some discipline problems especially

with class 3-A. These behavioral problems were judged to be in part resulting

from frustrations of the students in successfully hearing and matching the

pitches of the resonator bells. The students were continually encouraged to
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participate and verbally praised for successes. As the treatment phase

continued, the students in 3-A became more accustomed to the timbre of the

resonator bells and were able to maintain key centers of songs acapella.

In addition to warm ups, repertoire review, and new repertoire weekly,

each class practiced ear training for rhythmic patterns through patting,

clapping, or use of rhythm instruments to reproduce rhythmic examples

presented by the instructor or recorded presentations. Each class practiced

pitch discrimination to determine higher and lower pitches and to recognize

ascending and descending scale and arpeggio patterns. The children

responded positively to games practicing pitch and melodic discrimination

skills. The melodic model used for these discrimination exercises was the

same as that employed for each particular class section so as not to jeopardize

the integrity of the project.

The repertoire selected for the project included folk songs and

spirituals. A total of eleven songs were presented in the treatment period.

Tonalities included major and minor keys. One song was sung in Spanish

and the rest were in English. The instructor found that shorter songs were

more easily presented and that the students achieved greater successes

matching pitch and maintaining key centers with shorter songs. All the

songs were sung at the conclusion of the treatment phase as a class review of

the project. Texts for all the songs were printed in large letters on a flip chart

in front of the class. Students practiced rhythms and pronunciations of texts

separately from melodies until a majority of students were judged

melodically secure. A back and forth pattern of singing on "loo" and

gradually adding texts ensued. All students practiced melodic direction with
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hand movements for up, down, and stationary pitch contour. For the

purposes of the undertaking the practice of hand movement for pitch

direction did offer students a personal visual involvement and a visual

concept for pitch contour. The practice was employed for specific melodic

patterns in material studied. Music was written on the board on staves for

the song "Chatter with the Angels" also to illustrate form and melodic

contour. The instructor followed the contour of the melodic notation with a

pointer as the students sang the song.

In summary, each class received identical song materials, rhythm and

melodic discrimination drills. The only differences were in the methods

employed for modeling melodic patterns of treatment phase rote song

repertoire. The classroom teachers sat in on the last sets of lesson to verify

instruction with the prescribed melodic model.

Testing Procedures

The investigator sought to measure children's abilities to match the

beginning pitches of songs presented in a music classroom setting. The

methods used for modeling melodies have been discussed previously. A test

was needed in order to make an assessment of abilities before and after the

treatment phase. The investigator designed a test for making a judgment of

students' skills of matching pitch. The test consisted of eighteen melodic

patterns with each melodic pattern comprised of three note motifs. The

examination was divided into three parts. The first six melodies were

presented on resonator bells. The second six melodic patterns were presented

vocally by the instructor in falsetto voice, and the last six melodies were
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played on the piano. All melodic patterns were within the range of b below

middle c, and c one octave above middle c in the treble singing range.

The tests were presented on cassette tape and each subject's responses

were recorded for later adjudication by two music instructors. Recording

equipment used was a "Sharp AV 680 Professional Series" cassette tape

recorder and microphone. Children were given the pretest in the music

classroom at a table with the instructor operating the recording devices. A

script of directions was read to each child and three examples were included

on the test tape for the children to practice imitating prior to the test. A copy

of the test script is included in Appendix A. The instructor did not speak with

the children or offer any assistance to the children during the exam. The

posttest was administered in a smaller vacant classroom. The location was

practical since the vacant room was on the same hallway as the third grade

wing of the building. The room was small and about 150 feet from the third

grade classes. The students were brought to the room one at a time. Each

student was given an identification number as presented earlier. Each

melodic pattern was presented twice on the test tape in equal rhythm at the

same tempo throughout the test. The student then repeated the melody once.

Tests were judged by two music instructors. Originally, each judge was

a music teacher at two other Dallas Independent School District elementary

schools. A problem arose during the testing procedure. Judges were verbally

instructed to measure only the degree of accuracy in performance of matching

pitch with the first note of each three note melody. Judges were instructed to

award two points for each response judged to be accurate. This judgment was

for the first of the three pitches of each melodic pattern. The judges were
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further instructed to award one point if the student was judged to slide to

within a quarter tone of the first pitch of the test melodies. Subjects were to

be given zero points for all other attempts judged to be more than a quarter

tone from the given first pitch of each test pattern. Students could therefore

be awarded a total of 36 points if all responses were judged to be accurate. One

of the two judges misunderstood the instructions and measured pitch

matching abilities on all three notes of each melodic pattern. The scores of the

two judges therefore differed dramatically. The investigator deduced the

cause of the wide discrepancy in scores after inquiring to each judge

individually. The investigator felt that having the judge listen to the tapes a

second time would jeopardize the integrity of the inquiry. Therefore, another

judge was secured to judge the pretests and posttests with written instructions

to offer judgments only for the beginning pitch of each three note melody as

originally intended. The replacement judge was a doctoral violin student at

the University of North Texas. The doctoral student had professional music

teaching experience.

The judges did not know each other. Their scores were compared for

correlations to determine interjudge reliability. The results of these

procedures will be reported in the next chapter. The pretest was repeated as

the posttest the week following the conclusion of the treatment period.

Analysis Procedures

There were two main measurements in the study. These

measurements included the following: correlation of judge scores on pre-

and posttest; and measurements of the students' test scores for measuring

effects of the melodic models. The formula used for calculating the
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correlation of judges tests scores was the Pearson Product-Moment

Correlation.

Measurements of the students tests scores included Analysis of

Covariance to determine if all three groups appeared to be equal in pitch

matching abilities at the beginning of the study. Further measurements were

analysis of variance to determine any significant improvement in any group

beyond the other two groups and t-tests to measure for overall improvement

of all three groups from pre- to post-test phase.

The investigator was assisted with statistical computations by a

statistician at the University of North Texas using an IBM SPSS program.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Interjudge Reliability

The task of reporting the results of the study began with comparing the

two sets of judges' scores for pretests and posttests. The test score totals are

found in Appendix D. The test score totals were measured for correlations.

The scores measured for correlations were the totals of each test consisting of

three parts: resonator bells (6 melodies), vocal modeling (6 melodies), and

piano (6 melodies). Correlations for test score totals reflected the following by

group: Class 3-A pretest r = .92; posttest r = .96. Class 3-B pretest r = .92,;

posttest r = .98. Class 3-C pretest r = .94 posttest r = .93. The correlations were

judged to be strong with the highest at r = .98 and lowest r = .92. Thus, the

measurement procedure was considered reliable enough for use in the study.

Means and Standard Deviations

The means and standard deviations of averaged scores are listed in the

following Table 1. These reflect the averages for test score totals by treatment

groups. Standard Deviations (S.D.) are in parentheses. Mean scores of pre-

and posttest totals for vocal model were 11.22 and 13.83. Mean scores of pre-

and posttest totals for resonator bell subjects were 14.63 and 18.45. Mean

scores of pre- and posttest totals for piano were 13.29 and 15.18.
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of the Averaged Pretest Totals

Averaged Pretest Totals
Group Group Group
Voice Bells Piano

Total 11.22 14.63 13.29
Scores (8.71) (10.00) (7.14) (S.D.)

Means and Standard Deviations for the Averaged Posttest Totals
Group Group Group
Voice Bells Piano

Total 13.83 18.45 15.18
Scores (4.61) (10.46) (8.79) (S.D.)

Table 2 reports the means and standard deviations of averaged scores

for each section of the pre- and posttests by treatment group.

Mean scores by test section of pre- and posttest results for group 3-A

(resonator bell treatment group) were 5.70 and 7.10 (vocal section), 3.26 and

4.72 (bell section) and 5.70 and 6.62 (piano section).

Mean scores by test section of pre- and posttest results for group 3-B

(male vocal model treatment group) were 4.61 and 5.27 (vocal section), 2.63

and 3.30 (bell section), and 3.97 and 5.25 (piano section).

Mean scores by test section of pre- and posttest results for group 3-C

(piano model) were 6.24 and 7.08 (vocal section), 2.00 and 3.23 (bell section),

and 5.05 and 4.85 (piano section).
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Test Sections by Treatment

Pretest Sections:

3-A 3-B 3-C
Group 1 (Bells) Group 2 (Voice) Group 3 (Piano)

Vocal Section
5.70 4.61 6.24

(3.63) (3.89) (3.31)

Bell Section
3.26 2.63 2.00

(2.83) (1.91) (1.97)

Piano Section
5.70 3.97 5.05

(4.15) (3.88) (3.34)

Posttest Sections:

3-A 3-B 3-C
Group 1 (Bells) Group 2 (Voice) Group 3 (Piano)

Vocal Section
7.10 5.27 7.08

(3.66) (4.26) (3.51)

Bell Section
4.72 3.30 3.23

(3.88) (2.00) (3.08)

Piano Section
6.62 5.25 4.85

(3.70) (4.17) (3.94)

Table 3 reports means and standard deviations for summaries of sex by

levels of treatment and summaries of non-music students by levels of

treatment.
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Table 3

Summaries of Gender by Levels of Treatment

3-A 3-B 3-C
Group 1 (Bells) Group 2 (Voice) Group 3 (Piano)

1.30 4.55 1.41
(.47) (.51) (.50)

Summaries of Non-Music by Levels of Treatment

3-A 3-B 3-C
Group 1 (Bells) Group 2 (Voice) Group 3 (Piano)

3.16 3.23 3.40

(05.) (.38) (.43)

Comparisons of Treatment Groups on Pretests

The second procedure was to compare treatment groups' performances

on the pretests to find if any group differed remarkably in ability for matching

pitch from the other groups at the beginning of the project. The scores of the

judges were averaged by test section for these calculations. One way analysis

of variance was computed to measure groups' abilities by treatment on the

pretest scores. The following Table 4 reflects these analyses. Mean squares

between groups were 12.10 (vocal model), 7.16 (resonator bells), and 14.32

(piano). Mean squares within groups were 13.10 (vocal model), 5.28

(resonator bells), and 14.69 (piano).
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance

Variable
By Variab

Between
Within

Variable
By Variab

Between
Within

Variable
By Variab

Between
Within

Pretest-Vocal Model
le Treatment

Sum of
Source D.F. Squares
Groups 2 24.20
Groups 52 681.53

Total 54 705.74

Pretest-Resonator Bell Model
le Treatment

Sum of
Source D.F. Squares
Groups 2 14.32
Groups 51 269.58

Total 53 283.91

Pretest-Piano Model
le Treatment

Sum of I
Source D.F. Squares
Groups 2 28.65
Groups 52 764.37

Total 54 793.02

Multiple

Mean
Squares
12.10
13.10

Mean
Squares

7.16
5.28

Mean
Squares
14.32
14.69

Range Test

F F
Ratio Prob.
.92 .40

F F
Ratio Prob.
1.35 .26

F F
Ratio Prob.

.97 .38

No two groups were found to differ significantly in ability at the .05

level. The three groups were thus judged to be similar enough in pitch

matching abilities at the outset of the study to continue with the treatments.

Measurements of Groups Skills
Comparing Pretests and Posttests

The third process sought to measure progress of groups from pretest to

posttest phase of the study. The following Table 5 lists the findings of these

measurements. The pretest totals were used as the covariates as a safeguard

even though the groups were not significantly different at the onset of the
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study. Measurements were calculated comparing type of treatment, sex, and

non-music students with class piano students. These factors were measured

for possible two way and three way interactions to reveal any significance

upon the outcome of the study. Test totals averaged between judges were

used for these calculations.

Mean squares for posttest treatment, gender, and piano/non-piano

students were 22.90, 4.62, and 4.11. Mean squares for two way interactions by

treatment and gender were 7.49; type of treatment and piano/non-piano

(non-music) were 1.37; and gender with piano/non-piano (non-music) were

63.07. Three way interactions of treatment, gender, and piano/non-piano

students produced a mean square of 40.92.

Table 5

Analysis of Covariance

By: Posttest Total, Treatment, Sex, Non-Music Students
With: Pretest Total

Sum of Mean Significance
Source of Variation Squares DF Squares F of F

Covariates 3931.95 1 3931.95 171.02 .00
PRETOTAL 3931.95 1 3931.95 171.02 .00

Main Effects 50.16 4 12.54 .54 .70
TREATMENT 45.81 2 22.90 .99 .37
SEX 4.62 1 4.62 .20 .65
NON-MUSIC 4.11 1 4.11 .17 .67

(table continues)
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Sum of Mean Significance
Sources of Variation Squares DF Squares F of F

2-way Interactions 115.70 5 23.14 1.00 .42
TREATMENT SEX 14.98 2 7.49 .32 .72
TREAT/NON-MUSIC 2.75 2 1.37 .06 .94
SEX /NON-MUSIC 60.07 1 63.07 2.74 .10

3-way Interactions 40.92 1 40.92 1.78 .18
TREAT/SEX /NON-MUSIC 40.92 1 40.92 1.78 .18

Explained 4138.75 11 376.25 16.36 .00

Residual 965.62 42 22.99

Total 5104.37 53 96.30

No treatment group showed significant gains beyond the other groups from

pretest to posttest phase of the study. No significant differences were found in

abilities based upon type of melodic modeling treatment, sex, or between non-

music/non-piano students and class piano students.

Comparisons of Pretests and Posttests by Test Sections

A further computation was done comparing posttest sections of each

treatment condition separately with pretest sections as covariates. This

calculation was performed to determine if within each treatment group,

subjects responded significantly better to melodic models on the pre- and

Posttest other than to their assigned treatment model. Again, two way and

three way interactions were computed measuring any possible effects by

treatment, sex, and non-music students compared to class piano students.

The following Tables 6, 7, and 8 lists these computations.
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Table 6

Analysis of Variance

Posttest R. Bell
Pretest R. Bell

Treatment, Sex, Non-Music Students

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares DF

Mean
Squares F

Significance
of F

Covariates
Pretest Bell

Main Effects
TREATMENT
SEX
NON-MUSIC

2-way Interactions
TREATMENT SEX
TREAT/NON-MUSIC
SEX/NON-MUSIC

3-way Interactions
TREAT/SEX/NON-MUSIC

Explained
Residual
Total

251.23 1
251.23 1

34.21
8.86

16.92
12.55

8.03
3.43
2.26
1.09

7.40
7.40

4300.89
232.25
533.14

4
2
1

5
2
2
1

11
42
53

By:
With:

251.23
251.23

8.55
4.43

16.92
12.55

1.60
1.71
1.13
1.09

7.40
7.40

27.35
5.53

10.05

45.43
45.43

1.54
.80

3.06
2.27

.29

.31

.20

.19

1.33
1.33

4.94

.00
.00

.20

.45

.08

.13

.91

.73

.81

.65

.25

.25

.00
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Table 7

Analysis of Variance

Posttest Vocal,
Pretest Vocal

Treatment, Sex, Non-Music Students

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares DF

Mean
Squares F

Significance
of F

Covariates
Pretest Vocal

Main Effects
TREATMENT
SEX
NON-MUSIC

2-way Interactions
TREAT/SEX
TREAT/NON-MUSIC
SEX NON-MUSIC

3-way Interactions
TREAT/SEX /NON-MUSIC

Explained
Residual
Total

461.98 1
461.98 1

9.95
7.65
5.06
9.85

33.81
6.55
5.06
9.85

4
2
1
1

1.60
2
2
1

14.94 1
14.94 1

520.69
280.80
801.50

11
43
54

By:
With:

461.98
461.98

2.48
3.82

.93

.70

6.76
3.27
2.53
9.85

14.94
14.94

47.33
6.53

14.84

70.74
70.74

.38

.58

.14

.10

1.03
.50
.38

1.50

2.28
2.28

7.24

.00

.00

.82

.56

.70

.74

.40

.60

.22

.13

.13

.00
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Analysis of Variance

By: Posttest Piano,
With: Pretest Piano

Treatment, Sex, Non-Music Students

Sum of
Source of Variation Squares

Covariates 501.19
Pretest-Vocal 501.19

Main Effects 24.17
TREATMENT 20.10
SEX .06
NON-MUSIC 5.45

2-way Interactions 12.52
TREATMENT SEX 4.55
TREAT/NON-MUSIC 1.40
SEX/NON-MUSIC 2.87

3-way Interactions 8.93
TREAT/SEX/NON-MUSIC 8.93

Explained 546.83
Residual 292.27
Total 839.10

DF

1

4
2

5
2
2
1

1

43
54

Mean
Squares

501.19
501.19

6.04
10.05

.06
5.45

2.50
2.27

.70
2.87

8.93
8.93

49.71
6.79

15.53

F

73.73
73.73

.88

.14

.11

.80

.36

.33

.10

.42

1.31
1.31

7.31

Significance
of F

.00

.00

.47

.23

.92

.37

.86

.71

.90

.51

.25

.25

.00

No significant differences were found in these computations. No

treatment appeared to have significant effects beyond the other two

treatments. For this project, based upon the findings, the results showed no

one treatment type of resonator bells, vocal modeling, or piano melodic

modeling was found to be a significantly stronger medium for melodic

modeling when the particular melodic model pretest section was designated

as a covariate against the posttest section.

A final set of measurements was calculated to measure overall effects

of the study upon the three groups' pitch matching abilities as a whole. These

54
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measurements consisted of t-tests comparing pretests totals to posttest totals.

T-tests were calculated to measure overall performance of pitch matching

abilities of the 55 students from the pretest to posttest phase of the study.

Results from t-tests did reveal significant overall improvement with a

(difference) mean of -2.84 from pretest to posttest phase of the study. Table 9

illustrates t-test analysis for pretests and posttest totals.

Table 9

T-Tests of Pretests and Posttest Totals

Paired Samples: Pretest Total
Posttest Total

Number Standard Standard
Variable of Cases Mean Deviation Error

Pretotal 54 13.07 8.71 1.18
Posttotal 54 15.91 9.81 1.33

(Difference) Standard Standard Correlation
Mean Deviation Error
-2.84 4.70 .64 .87

2-Tail t Degrees of 2-Tail
Probability Value Freedom Probability

.00 -4.44 53 .00

Summary of Results

1. Treatment groups were equal in pitch matching skills at the onset of

the study.

2. No one treatment group (male vocal model, piano, or resonator bells)

showed significant gains in pitch matching skills beyond the other two

groups.
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3. Students with previous musical instruction in class piano did not

show significant gains in pitch matching skills compared to non-music

students or non-piano students.

4. Results indicated no significant differences in pitch matching skills

according to gender of subjects.

5. Overall improvement in pitch matching skills across the three

treatment groups was significant from pretest to posttest phase.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

The investigator sought to measure the effects of three different

methods for melodic modeling upon third-grade students' pitch matching

skills. The investigator sought to determine if any one of the three methods

proved significantly more successful in assisting third-grade students in

acquiring and practicing skills for matching pitch.

Reasons for the project were to seek findings that would be beneficial to

both men and women music teachers in planning instructional programs for

developing young children's singing voices. Additionally, the author sought

to compare results with previous findings regarding differences in pitch

matching skills of children according to gender; previous or concurrent

instrumental studies possible influence upon pitch matching skills compared

to those students just in the general music class; and to measure possible

effects upon third graders pitch matching skills of three different melodic

models.

Four questions were proposed in the introductory chapter. These

queries sought to measure statistically any difference between three groups of

third grade students' pitch matching skills when taught rote songs groupwise

by either male vocal modeling, use of resonator bells or use of piano as a

melodic model; measure statistically any differences in pitch matching skills

between class piano students and non-class piano students; measure

statistically any differences in pitch matching skills between gender; and
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measure statistically for overall improvement in pitch matching skills of the

fifty-five students.

Subjects were pre and posttested before and after a ten week treatment

phase. Three classes of third grade students were each randomly assigned a

method for melodic modeling of classroom songs for the treatment phase.

The findings revealed no statistically significant differences in progress made

by any treatment group beyond the other two groups in this particular

circumstance involving fifty-five third-grade students.

In this inquiry, the measurements of the first questions did not reveal

any significant differences in pitch matching skills between three groups of

subjects. No one treatment group of students showed significant gains or

losses after treatment phase as reflected by analysis of pretest and posttest

scores. Results were similar to Montgomery's findings regarding effects of

baritone and falsetto vocal modeling upon third graders' vocal accuracy in

melodic patterns. Whereas Montgomery's study directly addressed the issue

of octave transfer, the current study was directed towards timbrel differences

as a means to overcome possible problems of octave transfer for students

initially learning to match pitch.

The inquiry of the second and third questions investigating any

differences in pitch matching skills between piano class students versus non-

music students and pitch matching skills according to gender yielded no

statistically significant differences in either category. The findings according

to gender in the current study differed from Green (1990) where girls and boys

performed with differing results according to each vocal model, as reported in
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Chapter II, and studies by Goetze and Horii (1989) in which girls sang at more

accurate pitch levels than boys.

The fourth question addressing overall improvement of subjects' pitch

matching skills as a group from pretest to posttest phase did produce

significant results indicating improvement beyond chance occurrence. The

findings offer support for the use of the three methods of melodic modeling

studied as appropriate means of instruction for third grade students.

Conclusions and Discussion

The results of the current study indicated statistically insignificant

differences in pitch matching skills between three groups of third grade

students when each was instructed using either adult male voice, piano, or

resonator bells as melodic models for classroom singing. The outcome

indicated that no one group of students responded more positively to one

medium of melodic instruction beyond the other groups. Such results were

somewhat contrary to previous findings. Petzold found that children

responded more positively to soprano voice and violin than with piano. In a

future study of this type the addition of soprano voice could offer another

means of measurement.

Results of the inquiry reflected upon Green's findings in that the least

number of correct pitch-pattern responses was to the adult male voice when

measured against adult female and child voice. If the adult male voice

should prove to be a more difficult timbre for children to copy as some

research indicated, then the result of insignificant growth in pitch matching

abilities by the vocal modeling group of students was not so surprising. The

results may be compared to those of Small and McCachern who found that
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first grade students appeared to respond better insignificantly to female vocal

model than to male vocal model on pitch patterns. In this particular

circumstance the results indicated overall improvement so that the judicious

use of instrumental models for melodic instruction, especially by male music

teachers as supplements to vocal modeling, may be supported as put forth by

Nye and Nye. Wolner and Pyle (1933), Buckton (1977), and Ramsey (1981)

found that instrumental models such as piano (Wolner and Pyle) and bells

(Buckton, Ramsey) appeared to benefit children's development of melodic

pitch matching abilities. In this instance the instrumental models appeared

to be at least as effective as a vocal model in development of pitch matching

skills.

The findings of no statistically significant differences in pitch matching

skills according to gender indicated alignment to those of Petzold and Patrick.

The findings of Bentley, Joyner, Goetze and Horii, Pederson and Pederson,

Gould, Jones, and Davies and Roberts suggest that when differences did occur,

girls usually achieved greater progress, due in part to general encouragement

from peers and society implying that girls should sing but not offering the

same reinforcement for boys.

Overall improvement of all three groups from pretest to posttest phase

implied support for the three melodic models. Findings offered support for

Nye and Nye, (1985) and Cheyette and Cheyette (1969) for using instruments

as melodic models. Though the male voice is seemingly more difficult for

young children to imitate for pitch matching purposes, the careful use of the

voice in a light baritone, tenor, and at times falsetto can be a suitable method

of melodic modeling for children.
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Recommendations

The task of effectively and efficiently teaching singing skills to young

students in the present crowded curricula of public and private schools

requires careful planning. This instructional planning involves being

sensitive to the physical and cognitive developmental abilities of the students

individually as much as possible and maintaining accurate and objective

records of student progress. The planning also involves flexibility in

presenting materials with which the students, individually and as groups, can

become comfortable. The investigator attempted to follow these criteria in

the study. The treatment phase of the project was ten weeks in length due to

the culmination of the school year. A longer treatment phase combined with

additional individual instruction might have yielded different findings to the

study questions. The study by Jersild and Bienstock referred to previously was

six months in length. More frequent experiences such as two thirty minute

lessons per week as presented by Roberts and Davies or daily practice as

reported by Sims, Moore, and Kuhn with the British students might have

produced stronger results of one particular group.

Replications of the study with the addition of a control group

combining all three methods of melodic modeling might offer opportunities

to measure the effects of the methods studied in this project when used

simultaneously. Finally, similar studies involving larger numbers of

students over a longer time period are needed to offer additional data for the

questions presented in this investigation.
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PRETEST AND POSTTEST DIRECTIONS SCRIPT
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Appendix A

Pretest and Posttest Directions Script

Pitch Matching Skills Test

You will hear short melodies on the tape recording played on resonator

bells, sung by Mr. Franks, and played on the piano. Each melody has three

musical pitches and will be played two times on the tape recording. You will

then sing the melody one time on the syllable"loo". Can you say "loo"? Wait for

the next melody. Please sit up proudly facing the microphone. Do your best to

match your voice with the tape recorded melodies.

You will now be given three examples of melodies for practice. Please

respond to all items of the exam. You are requested not to speak with Mr. Franks

until the test is completed.
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Appendix B
Pitch-Matching Skills Test

Resonator Bells

Vocal Model

. .. .- -I I .lII I IM IIII.I~li.II.I L JI. I -II I

Piano Model

. 1 1* 1 J : 1
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Appendix C

Pitch Matching Test Scoring Sheet

Accurate- 2 points
Sliding to pitch within quarter tone - 1 point
Inaccurate - 0 points

Test items:

Resonator Bells

1.
2.

3.

Total

Model

Total

Total

Test Total

Subject number

4.

5.
6.

Vocal

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

Piano

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
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Appendix D

Pretest and Posttest Total Scores by Each Judge

Pretest Posttest

JudgeII Judge I

16
33
14

15
26

19
2

4

27
2

13

9
7

3
2

6
6

21

30
9

20

25

25

35

30
17

10

21

32

7

13
16

13

12

7

14

15

35
36

11

JudgeII

13
23
23
31

25
13
4

11
34

7

10
12

7

8
3

10
14

33
35

8

r = .96

beta = 1.06

Class 3-A

Judge I

A-1i

A-2

A-3
A-4

A-5
A-6

A-7

A-8
A-9
A-10

A-11
A-12

A-13
A-14

A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20

13
36
19
25
27

13
7
7

30
0

17

13
18

9
3

11
7

26
30
20

1-= .92

beta = .91



Pretest Posttest

Class 3-B*

Judge I

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-11

B-12

B-14

B-16

B-17

B-18

B-19

B-20

16
16
24

12

9
8

9
2

16
32
29
28
10

9
6
2

2

10

JudgeII Judge I

6
5

21

10
1

3
4

6
8

26
24

24

5
4

4

3
0
4

8
12

23
10

4

13
19

8
20

32
32

32
5

14

2

7
12

11

T = .92

beta = .84

Judge II

7

11

24

8
3

11

16

7

18

29

30

31

4

11

2

4

13

5

T = .98

beta = 98

*Missing subject #s indicate student transferred to other school during
treatment phase.
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Posttest

Class 3-C

Judge I JudgeII Judge I

26
4

6
24

9
27

9
13

34

18
18
8

12

13
0

29

T = .94

beta = .93

Judge II

23

2

5
21

8
23
11
12

34

12

15
8
7
6
8

28

t = .93
beta =86

71

Pretest

C-1

C-2
C-3
C-4

C-5
C-6
C-7

C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-14

C-15
C-16
C-17

17

5
9

22

12

21

18
18
31
10
15
9

12

11

6
27

6
3
6

19
12

13
12

14

29

6
11

4

7
6
3

22



APPENDIX E

PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES FOR TEST SECTIONS
BY EACH JUDGE
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Appendix E

Pretest and Posttest Scores for Test Sections by Each Judge

Class 3-A=100

ITreatment I IPretest I|Pretest I IPretest I lPosttest I IPosttest I Posttest

IRes Bells I IRes Bells I lVocal I IPiano lRes Bells I Ivocal I Piano

I IlJudge I llIJudge I Il1Judge I IIlIJudge 1iiJudge I IIl Judge I II
Al 1 1 11 5114 7119 4114 2119 711 7 4
A2 1 1 1112 111l 12 121112 10 11 1211 12 1211 10 9
A3 1 1 1 1lii Oil 8 71110 711 5 31112 1211 8 8
A4 1 1 11 5 31110 6l10 61l 11 911 12 111I 5 3
A5 1 11 4 41111 101112 1211 7 511 11 911 12 11
A6I 1 1 Oll6 5116 411 5 411 5 31112 11
A71 1 1 011 3 1113 1ll 0 1ll 6 11l 7 6
A8 1 1I2 1114 3111 Oil 5 211 6 411 4 2
A9 1 11 6 41112 111112 121110 Oil 11 1211 10 5
Alo 1 1 II 0 2110 Oll l0 Oil 1 101 3 31111 12
A1l 1 114 4115 4118 4110 011l4 4114 4
A12 1 11 4 2117 511 2 211 1 Oil 7 611 8 6
A13 1 116 1l6 3116 3114 3113 2114 2
A1 41 1 112 0114 1113 2116 4114 4112 1
Al 5 1 11 1llo 0112 1116 3114 3112 0
A1l6 1 113 01|14 3114 311 1 Oil 4 311 6 4
A17 1 11 2 2114 411 1 Oil 2 211 7 611 6 6
A1 8 1 1110 511 6 61110 10l 11 911 12 1211 12 12
A19 1 11 6 61112 121112 1211 12 1111 12 1211 12 12
A I20 1 11 6 2117 3117 411 0 1119 511 2 2

I II 1 II II II II
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(Appendix E)

Class 3-B=200 I || 11 11 || |

ITreatment IIPretest I|Pretest IIpretest IIPosttest I|Posttest I IPosttest

IVoice

Bi
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9

B10
BI 1
B12

B14

B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

I IRes Bells I Ivocal IIpiano I|Res Bells I Ivocal I IPiano

IJudge I ii1IJudge I i1IJudge I IIiI Judge 11ii1
I 4 4117 Oil 5 211 0 21
1 6 1114 3116 1112 21
1 2 11 11 1011 11 1011 2 21
1 3 411 1 Ol| 8 61l 2 21
1 5 Oil 3 1| 1 1 Oil 2 2 1
1 3 11| 3 211 2 Oil 3 3 1
1 1 211 6 211 2 Oil 3 2 1
1 0 11| 8 511 2 ol 2 2 1
1 2 Oil 9 511 5 311 3 4 1
1 8 51l 12 101 12 1111 8 6 1
1 6 61112 91111 911 8 71
1 6 61112 11110 711 8 71

I I|| II || |
2 2

3 1
3 2
2 1
1 0
1 0

4

2
3
0

3

21

21
21
ol
ol
i I

4 lii 2

4 1
C) 0
0 0
0 0
6 3

3
2
4
4
4

IJudge I IIII
I 2 111
I 8 711
I 11 1211
I 3 211
I 0 oll
1 4 311
1 8 611
1 4 511
1 7 611
1 12 1111
1 12 1211
1 2 1211

2! 13

21
21
3
4
3

0

31
0
0
71
I

6
0
1
6
3

Judge I II
6 4
2 2

10 10
5 4
2 1
6 5
8 8
2 0

10 8
12 12
12 11
12 12

0 2

5
0
2
2
4

6
0
1
2
1

I
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(Appendix E)

Class 3-C=100 | I| 11 11 || |

ITreatment IlPretest I IPretest IIPretest I lPosttest IIPosttest I Posttest

Piano I IRes BellsI|IVocal I|Piano IIRes Bells I Ivocal I Piano

1 Judge 1 111 IJudge I1I11 Judge I IllIJudge I III IJudge I Ill Judge I I
C1 3 11 2 1ll 7 411 8 311 2 01112 111112 12
C2I 3 113 1110 012 2112 2110 01 2 0 1
C3 1 3 112 211 4 1113 3110 111 4 4 11 2 1 1
C4 1 3 11 1 111 11 91110 9114 21112 1111 8 8 1
C5 1 3 11 2 211 6 611 4 411 0 011 7 6 1 2 2 1
C6 1 3 11 6 311 9 411 6 611 8 81110 811 9 7 1
C7 1 3 11 2 21110 711 6 311 6 811 1 1l 2 2 1
C8 1 3 11 2 Oi 10 10|| 6 411 2 211 5 5l1 6 5 1
C9 1 3 11 9 7111 10 11|| 12 12 1110 10|l 12 1211 12 12 1

C10 1 3 110 01l 6 411 4 214 311 8 61 6 3 1
C11 1 3 11 3 1|| 9 811 3 211 2 1l10 811 6 6 1
C12|1 3 10 0i6 4113 0l|0 0 8 811 0 0
C13 l 3 11 0 Oi 10 8 1111 711 6 611 7 611 4 3 1
C14 I 3 11 4 211 5 411 3 1113 01 7 711 2 0 1
C15 1 3 110 011 6 4I 5 2112 211 6 411 5 0 1
C16 1 3 11 3 1111 01 i 2 2I1 0 6 611 3 2 1
C17 1 3 11 4 211 1 10|| 12 10 7 6|1 12 111110 11

1 11 I| II 11 11 II
1 11 I| 11 11 || II
I II |I 11 |I |I II



APPENDIX F

TREATMENT PHASE REPERTOIRE
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Appendix F

Treatment Phase Repertoire

"Deep in the Heart of Texas"

"Chatter With the Angels"

"Engine Number Nine"

"Are You Sleeping?"

"Who Did, Who Did"

"Mi Burro"

"When the Train Comes Along"

"Up and Down"

"Trampin"

"Spring is Here"

"Hat Man"
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